& so the hightide of democracy
if x is lost -if you use the whip / even when the dog is good.
time is not unvarying
invasion by presences / north
of the borderzone.
the wall
makes a dizzying motion
that in literature parallels
certain rare states.
-- for subjectmatter / we turn
to current methods in
adverting /
(what makes images
expendable?)
an influx of flesh excitation
from the detainee’s head -- forty nights
out in the tundra
a healthy sadist / is good
for the economy.
ghosts in freezeframe
take nourishment / from
yr scrutiny

i

in the form in which it
exists -as if “lost”
as if seas of colour / washed
in the blood of meaning
-- scale is the key to it
an eye rushed between
compartments
since diaphanous
or, spattered bits of capillary action
above the (approximate) square -(half the time
they’re
upsidedown)
in this manner
transparency grisaille relief
comes to the masses

ii

two holes in rectangular plexiglass -throws the
reality of it into
question / “like”
the climax of
a jet bomber -they looked
antique
by comparison / leaving no doubt
as to origins
(inventory devices)
-- indentured
to its master
“the icon is for use,
when worn for prayer” -(interception)
distinguishing
the correct
measure
from the false

iii

for crashing sacrifices on the road
there are many /
towards the green hillside
as it looks back -inevitably what is depicted
is foreign
(or there are no roads
where none lie /
in the gutter)
*they too are impatient w/
an art
separate from
life* -in which even
a drycleaning stub
is inevitably
cause for suspicion

iv

in the lurid convex of a bedroom
lifesized,
the heavyhanded conductor -ice against glass
each compartment
(implies)
a freestanding -- clouds
moonriver
their robot eyes
were pure
daylight / outgrown
in immense
sometimes -a telephone
converted into mannerisms
of the whole of life
because separate but “equal”

v

listless dull on the horizon plan / for its own
sake, quarantine
arranges stagesets, eliminates
romantic drudgery from art.
a blank page
can’t be improved upon.
“magic & logic flowering
on the same tree”?
more secret lives
full of incident /
emblem-books, incunabula -- mouths w/
padlocks,
the mirror addresses a question
(are you it?)

vi

a new grandeur of conception, in world-connecting
embrace -- then the poverty years.
language was *material*,
you cld throw it out a window
& cause damage -- many
“layers of enigma” (thronging
the border zones) to distract
from most intimate, even
sordid, repose.
Barcelona lingers still in the red paint smear.
in the general
malaise
like a first draft
impossible to be reconciled w/

vii

the future holds many things in store -person w/ hearing-aid
trampled underfoot -things listen to yr inner life
a) more intently than you do
b) without witnessing
/ a room barricaded against daylight.
the nude / in the lower left
summarises & gives form -or if not, red, blue.
their probing eyes -- like a Soviet brothel
when you wake up
among the dead
(having been *put to sleep*).
words, also, are
sexual brutishness
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transformation is subject but to whom, to what?
Faust travesty sex disguise -theatre & the bitter tears of anagnorisis are
cackling among the rafters.
between unwritten
& unseen
the angels of amenity
spin their wheel.
(misfortunes of defecation
sit uneasily beside the mint sauce)
-- nothing ridicules power
so much as the loss of it
all lurid allure
alone in the master’s bed

ix

they have desired a language that doesn’t
impinge -- like an invasive
species erased
from the landscape.
ragged, the turn & dip of the Earth -purpose lost
to the totem-worshippers.
violence, discontent -a scratching
of surfaces
(across the black soil plain)
more of realism’s sex-festishes, anatomised
in closeup.
all but the most
mauled by polyvinyl acetate.
now they’re setting sail, so easily trapped,
into living mandalas
of escape -distrusted, because opaque -as if a colony of
police cells, dividing, replicating.
the journey ends
at the grilled
window
hung from a thread

x

the jointed line, traversed, grey, green
liquid encounters
& white
fastidiously awkward -hinting at w/out,
imbued by machinelife,
all roiling in a sky
beset by introspection.
it needs no image
to complete it -a memory pushed out of shape
reads “sun”
w/out explaining
why all the lights are switched off

xi

curfew is *nature morte* -the way you find the past
eating her
sweatbread.
a cousin’s legs by the riverbank.
lips w/out moving speak telepathically,
the last moment-to-moment
of the drowned man.
“as i looked
it reverberated”
out to horizons
like an eye bored-through by a cyclone.
but can life possess
an *internal space*?
body, dependency -misses its target
the way time also slips by
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the metaphor of the wall opens a passage -till saturated, overflowing
(something rides up
to destroy its guarantees).
delirium isn’t the reader -a spongiform brain, halfmuted choral
in which there’s always
note-for-note
a logical subordination
of subject & countersubject if you can tell them
apart.
there comes a time
when a jaw-harp, an ear-bone
in the ceremonial
architecture
of an extinct race
scaling, wind-born
reaches the knot
where all is tied?
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every bridge presages conflagration -devoid of any save surreptitious lines of control,
*just cause* belonging to none,
a homeless. these images
are cries of the heart, each its imprisoned
journalist -- a lost
infantile sense
of completeness.
they rotate by chance they are out-of-sync
behind, on the wall
the words
tending to force or farce?
(a face suffocating a pillow
a pillow covering a face)
the moment is highly charged -- interrogation
lists, *la tendresse*.
on such a day
as they set
out upon
their great
conquest

xiv

steadfastly refusing any particular, dressed
or undressed, against a dismantled wall, or
an abolished room -captioned across the top
of the screen
there are
plastic-masked objects w/
“lethal capabilities”
displayed
from back or side
in casual repose.
today they are tourists
of large imitation private
massacres.
they are manipulated on hinges.
tomorrow, the tactical reveal,
a neatly coiled
tabula rasa.
so does the undernourished spectator
become, concentrically
zero, because prolific
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fixed
fast
frozen
now all at once -- this ventriloquy
to recognise (each other).
-- many people
regarding illness
the words:
vulnerable
susceptible,
yet consciousness
persists.
identification marks.
connected to
animal life,
the picture’s strength is in making the real
means of survival
(“actions are the only facts”) (Aurelius)
governed by
opposite
language.
-- a tongue
split from its root,
if what’s said there
ends one history
or begins another
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a striking belated example -original because
selfevident
(as a dog’s eye). dead dogs, sunflowers, from target graffiti
frozen in symbols,
allocating mysterious technology.
their forms from display:
1. physical impossibility of mind -the phosphor inner
light of a heliotrope,
2. an infant deity x-ray head -reconciled to all the above.
an adversary requires
much greater skill to create
than to shoot.
are the dogs of western democracy
better fed?
contentment
is the sun
in the eye
of the possessor
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there was a feeling that art
shld now face up
to its responsibility. maculated -white
a deliberate riot of
erasure, the ground
following in footsteps
that might
at any moment
relapse again -often the spectator
is conscious of a latent hostility.
a blue pomegranate
bursting on stagnant waters

xviii

here lies the rejected
stratagem.
a white tundra
adds verdict
to muteness & dumbness -- banked rivulets
within
the engulfed
eye.
what sees otherwise
evolves otherwise.
open & innumerable
this insect mind -hums,
& is not
entirely
selfreferring.
beneath
isotope skies
the timemachine
boils in its blood
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having failed to discover
a single new fact in art
they settled on life -“walls are autobiographies”
the gaslit
Altamira
of the talking
picture,
brutal because innocent.
stripped of its presentiments
the divided quantum -a striptease
(like an egg
hacked from inside,
miraculous tokens,
a crown of thorns)
tortured
black-emitting diodes
give sanctuary.
fragments exist
so that their god may exist, repaired from
subtitled prehistory,
wave & particle of first light.
though neither one
nor the other

xx

is silent night concerned w/ the everyday -an electron when it sleeps,
the flat surface of
a targeting screen? erupting Kazakhstans
put to flight w/ one
well-aimed barb, like Irma’s needle -though more aware
of its role,
banality
wears an iron fist:
so what if the lascivious world is watching?
through the later
part of its career
money had a demonstrable
influence -in addition to the
camera’s monochrome
there’s the fact
that history
is a slow worker.
beneath autoluminous trees
little hordes
unwrap
their mysterious
objects
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the world after scaling-up
to a more “abstract”
style -precision ordnance
w/ lightspace modulator.
in cosmic mind of eye
in god’s peripheral ear -saying how every molecule
is a readymade mythology
resonant upon a slant of moonbeam.
never less than
industrious
they have mined
the gravity
of the situation
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contrasted by
durabilities -a bestowed
windgust
(nocturne for broken windows) -such a
tendency
as an eye produces?
to draw
a line
completes its dependence.
traced back
to the original
duplicator,
typically
life pretends otherwise

xxiii

each element demands a piece of the action -in these unprecedented moments
we are an erupting anachronism,
a nova’s basilisk stare.
dead stars, cinematically pure,
turn to metallurgy -for those who’d breathe
atmospheres of cast iron, erect
cloud castles
unironically besieged.
to have once been born is endless labour.
the vengeant damsels
have their work cut out for them,
in front of the whole world watching.
all metaphysics is pornography.
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against the flow / they swam under radar
in multiples of unself
lost deleted schized / intubation
to syphon from drains
hello daddy! hello architects of the broken
connection! today
art makes interference patterns
an uninterrupted de rigeur
camouflaged among commodity police / "i" folds its
homunculus back inside the skin
"feel me" it says
unclean thoughts come shrinkwrapped
another inflation-buster
clearance sale / hello dolly!
did the kids pay their taxes?
comprised of these / premature
memoirs
there's a plot you dream of owning
as long as y're
the missing protagonist

xxv

letter to the trustees:
now the thread of it extends all the way
through time, but which one?
divorced from reason
after domestic bliss shamed into violence.
for as long as anyone cld remember
the shared mind had labels w/
names on it -do you believe maskwearing
leads to bowel cancer?
another Guy Fawkes on a kamikaze run
ducking the radar -there are mirrorless weeks at a time
getting so low
y'd mistake yrself for a reverse undertaker.
is that
where art goes
when it escapes
the containment facility?
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an audience of chairs on the wrong track -their hidden agendas going round.
abysmal clowns
swing from skylights w/ their old tricks
to land on the unsuspecting.
it was a day like this
dancing
on the Odessa Steps -& dead dogs who'd seen it (all) before
via replay.
art was happier then
having known mass-delirium,
life behind plexiglass -difficulty wasn't
finding the first stone
but the last
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turn the page & the story ends.
arriving by whatever means, language or
obstetrics / the dead
names are abolished
(neither fame
nor tyranny)
(neither memorial
nor monument)
this moondark star / blackout
from *fade* to *invasive scenery* -atavism equals
metaphysical bondage to heavily armed deities?
if the eyes reveal
what the metaphor refuses to say.
consider these alternative
pronouns -x will redirect to
requested content shortly, happy that life
has brought us to this pass

xxviii

the author is the monster
hiding under the bed
afraid of you -- (moments like this are geopolitics).
late phases
of emotional development.
crows
churchbells
airraid sirens
artillery
dogs barking
two
plumes of smoke above a levelled plain
(a failed artist
is the most dangerous kind)

xxix

we are animals of catastrophe.
first, an horizon / afterwards
something will fall
unexploded from the sky. hours still pass -that night
the defences
were better prepared
now the enemy comes in by a leaky faucet.
& the voice,
always,
in the other head
where you dream of sleep, saying
“when this has ended...”
(cursed words)
& all eternal contraries reconciled
“for the time / being”

xxx

the seconds left continue to weigh -under a half-demolished bridge
the camouflaged bride.
each desertion
brings another unverified number
into their subcrèche. morning,
sirens.
a lie
flung in the face of the world -dances
like unguided ordnance
on fast air
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“the supreme art is to
subjugate the enemy
w/out fighting”

& then the truth in a flash -(will it still be
there
when you look again?)
erasure isn't a concept
immaculately undone -conjugating distance:
afterimage,
fallout pattern,
tectonic human rift.
consolation
rains
like
mystical
nonsense
words
upon the unspeakable
but not inconsequent act

xxxii

a) displacement / b) momentum
what's indeterminate isn't
the *matter of fact* -- one symbol in place of
another symbol.
an honest autobiography is a contradiction in terms -listen! they
were never there / they
burned everything / they
sent postcards wish you were here.
art always seemed to be waiting for this.
the first
rush of blood. or,
there is no *longue durée*
only
having endured

xxxiii

“Everything is buried in asphalt. Life smells of shit & war”
(*show additional replies
including those that may contain
offensive content)
the image is allconsuming / onceuponatime a child drew a picture -a tree inside a cloud
the shape of dead fungus. its poison was time.
now playschool comes
knocking-in the sleepyheads.
(disaster births its own
efficiencies)
& if an artist
is a random set of
occurrences -do they belong
to one another?

xxxiv

“pathetic” because believing otherwise / but when
was there an otherwise?
a term can't
defend itself
by just being
well-defined
(not all things between blood & water
are what they say they are)
evolved
from amphibious assault
to caesarian section / crossing (behind) lines / resistance
begins
in the abstract
coordinate
(target acquisition) or by a “higher means of art”
to enjoy their
forced hospitality
even the end of life
wants something to aim for

xxxv

beware the Idiots of March!
holding fast / remotest places still nearer
than a breath of air
luminous,
purposed to collide -life began as a decoy
from entropy's
dead hand. those
cyclotron eyes.
to discover minutiae
the little caesar
has smashed everything
-- their accountants busy itemising the void.
such things as a caress
to a dead dog.
*sunflower
rampant
on a field sinister*

xxxvi

“fear scribbled in muscle
on people's faces”
& then set the last bridge
ablaze. a frozen-eyed
mirror / gutted
against a wall. turn away
a bread queue becomes
a cortège.
now we must practice
diaphragmatic breathing
under the dogstar archipelago.
but are there tears
left
for the angry child
stomping on
the toy theatre's roof?
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the shock of conquest rebounds upon the conqueror / this animal's
behaviour is mechanically programmed.
an antimatter experiment shows surprises
near absolute zero / will transformers take over?
their freak discovery
has revealed clues / a brontosaurus
in a bathtub. millions of years have come to this.
awash in orange thermobaric glow / Vulcan
again works his itinerant anvil / here
in the Late Quaternary.
hoorah for the modern
hypersonic myth!
but still they can't outrun their image
so must become it
ghoulishly aping / all they destroy

xxxviii

“a truly radical act...
wld retell humxn history
from the perspective
of the times & places
in between”

the ground is sinking & the walls are collapsing. peace, the great
light. not a dream but an horizon -- also receding,
crawling under the skin. always too much information
or not enough — a film of fresh snow,
photosensitive, records horrors that melt away.
this isn't some atavism siphoned from within —an antiself, attacking
in the middle of the night
& at dawn
like a thief -but crypto
currency
of the expendable world
hidden in plain sight?

xxxix

who was the child growing up
under a table believing not believing staring
the pyrocumulus dead in the eye
& cities brought to a stop
by nuclear disarmament placards
& flotillas & people high on possibility & not
potassium iodine?
the day history ended
was neither the first nor last: something
came & went they soon forgot
their devil's contract.
now here it comes on its Saturn-return
worming through crimson night
& odes to joy ringing like
a tin-can telephone strung between
tank-traps on concertina wire -but what stranger cld be calling
at this infernal hour?

xl

nothing of that sort applies to the absurd -- further than
the extension of bodies omnipotence can only judge
according to its concept. gathered from voices caught
in newsreel footage. another screen depicts cliffs on the sea:
here they cld find shelter & work. but what arises from space
is not a being alone changed into a shining planet
or the sun as it goes away w/ impromptu speed
draped in false flags. others observe the artist in repose
where failure isn't a “problem.” if the fixed stars
over the spectators' heads have no gravitational force -spin & rotate & are intercut by winter sunlight reflected?
a staircase is repeated again & again aware of them too

xli

asleep in vegetative afterlife / of the globally concussed
w/ no thoughtprovoking moral? -- tortured
halfeaten dogs, chickenheads
on a laundryline
(we're not dealing w/ an enemy here
but w/ psychopaths)
language robbed of its language makes a gift
of unfulfilled domestic promise
but at what point
will the addition of *one more*
upset their balance (of power)?
a funnel a hilltop a bottle an old
woman w/ walking stick balanced on a pin -the search function isn't operative yet...
bloodsnow under frozen tracks / boiled on impact
trainstation w/ departing train
bags line the platform
hopscotch on pavementcracks
in a moment
to be free (of all this)
the instant something screams
out of the blue

xlii

“poetic justice” is unironic expression of the fact
there never truly is any. CHILDREN
spelled in letters ten metres high.
as calendric spirals reconspire / to more
hysterical pratfalls in the deadofnight -digging a hole the size of Chernobyl
to fill w/ radiant laughter naked
in the woods / & those
raped in basements shot
in the head / & all unburied & those
bulldozed under sandpits -- history's
dustbin is a doomed god's crown
of harvest flowers the erupting TV glow
fails to venerate. though art / is ever-obliging.

xliii

the victorious outcome
shouts over confettied rubble & metalworks
sneezing in the night -- this is
no time for sleep says the upended
icecream truck / in a cone of light shaking
the snowdomed brain from its
narcosis. hemmed-in by cogwheels pulleys
gantries pointing vertical &
a general sinking feeling
of deoxygenated black / here's the part
where the dead dog hands in its
notice, or the hypersensitive chimera
wearing its heart on its
tongue / moans of looted wine & puke -when time finally lies down spent
& the lingering ordnance
whimpers I love you to children playing possum
under the occupier's bed. & a rose
soaked into riddled pavement / is once more
just a rose
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tightly framed, body of the saviour christ, stripped
of beginning middle end, surrender or extermination -is it better to open the door to yr killer
or make them kick it in?
the image-bearers are filling the air w/ strange objects
skin terrains taught over video boxes -illuminated slot in the sky almost a coffin
look! the first ever exhibition of the last thought
to cross god's mind (from now on
every watcher becomes an auteur in their own right) -sprockethole edgeletter dustparticle:
more serious pronouncements wait to be made
drone-eyed under excessive heat -though stolen language also comes w/
tracking devices, the enemy
back so soon to routines & unremembering, their halting
ultimatum.

xlv

postcard days in the sun / of highrise
catacombs dancing on stilts mid-air
urging to unaided flight -- avionic Le Corbusiers
loop-the-loop
as vaulted heavens
gawp &
gravitas goes out the window.
how / in any given lifespan / there are men
bent on levelling the planet.
a weed
is tenacity of existence
against
final solutions.
rubble field. terminator gene. there's
more than enough
to feed
the weevilled god
its hecatombs
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heavyhanded, was a voice / we looked outside
what was left of it
but radiowaves & blownapart
c ns n nts?
then time to retrieve
articles of dumb faith
blessèd be the death
that falls angelic
from the sky

they tie burning
ribbons round the
scapegoat's neck
hoist their colours
on Everestine
wrecks / & like
crazed insomniacs
sent to murder sleep
weep for a mother's
stony teat
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halflives come halflives go
sings the parataxic Zeno -now the sun scrolls down
to newsfeeds
of deepening refuge
spring drizzles in
w/ camera fastened to its head
the body of the
dead christ in its
tomb
what do they hope to be resurrected?
when plague years
like a last lost summer
& time limps through mud on halfamputated feet -no grain to eat
but winter
waits in the silos
for madmen to fall asleep

xlviii

6 feet down lies the deep Russian soul,
they hung it by its bootstraps
& dropped it in a hole,
doused it w/ Duginism, roubles & gas,
then set a 10-second fuse
& struck a safety match

xlix

how much of the great difficult lie is coloured
by the knowledge its author has expressed
indifference to the technical processes involved?
being timebased a 24hr continuous shot
”who lives by the canon dies by the canon”
shadows clockwise around the square
the sheltering humans also (1) in fixed succession
(2) in beams of light made visible (3) in dust & ash
each a sniper's aide mémoire before whole artefacts
& even inevitability falls in depiction
to missing ground though we still see it
high on a pylon hanging by a thread edging out
along thin armatures slow as if reversed.
there are digital reproductions of sleep too
that seem more alive perhaps they are
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